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1. FY17 DAWDF Program Executive Summary:
Congress provided the Defense Acquisition Workforce Development Fund (DAWDF or the
Fund) in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2008 National Defense Authorization Act to ensure the defense
acquisition workforce (AWF) has the capacity, in both personnel and skills, needed to (1)
properly perform its mission; (2) provide appropriate oversight of contractor performance; and
(3) ensure that the Department receives the best value for the expenditure of public resources.
The fund serves as a key human capital tool for acquisition leaders across DoD to strategically
bolster AWF recruiting, training and development, and retention efforts. DAWDF initiatives
support AWF strategic plan objectives to make DoD an employer of choice, to shape the
workforce to meet requirements, and to improve its quality and professionalism. These strategic
objectives and the supporting DAWDF initiatives support the National Defense Strategy
priorities of lethality, partnering and reform.
The FY17 DAWDF program began by building on the success achieved in the FY16
program which executed at 92 percent - best ever in DAWDF history. On 1 October, the
Department moved out to execute the fully funded and approved $579M FY17 DAWDF
Program. For the second year in a row, DAWDF funds were identified and distributed to all
stakeholders at the start of the execution year. Execution and hiring were on track to spend plans
through early March when the program took a second significant reduction by Congress resulting
in a rescind of funds and immediate re-baselining of the FY17 DAWDF Program across its 30plus stakeholders. In response to Congressional actions reducing DAWDF funding at the midyear point, the Office Human Capital Initiatives (HCI) of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics (AT&L), communicated the FY17 program reductions
and directed an immediate re-baselining of the $180M reduction from $579M to $399M. HCI
also reserved $30M to fund carry-over labor the first two months of FY18 while the Department
awaited the FY18 DAWDF funding transfer. Despite this significant program reduction, the
DoD team was successful in quickly identifying impacts, mitigating risk, and realigning
priorities. DoD executed the FY17 reduced program at 99 percent, maximizing investments to
meet workforce improvement priorities.
In FY17, Components used the DAWDF to hire 805 civilian employees, 79 percent of whom
were entry level hires (Figure 1). High hiring priorities for the Army, Department of the Navy
(DON)(Navy and United States Marine Corps), Air Force (AF), Defense Contract Management
Agency (DCMA) and nine (9) other defense agencies included Contracting, accounted for 39
percent of FY17 hires, followed by the technical career fields at 25 percent. By the end of FY17,
DAWDF was used to fund 1,924 DAWDF-funded hires, which includes the FY17 new hires and
hires from prior fiscal years. In FY17 DoD used the DAWDF to fund 1 million training-related
events (Figure 2), similar to the FY16 results. The Military Services and Defense agencies,
reported 135.9K events of DAWDF and top priorities included training for career field, currency,
cyber, leadership training, as well as funding AWF advanced education. The Defense
Acquisition University (DAU) accounted for 87% of the reported training actions for continuous
learning training and career field training seats, in addition to using DAWDF to support
development of 59 training courses. Component and DAU highest career field training priorities
were contracting and engineering. As part of the mid-year FY17 funding reductions, many
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components reduced the priority on recruitment, retention and recognition initiatives (3Rs),
resulting in the 3Rs being reduced from the historical 8 percent to 4 percent of the FY17
executed $397M program. In FY17, the military services and defense agency overall top priority
use of the 3Rs was for the contracting career field which accounted for 49 percent of 3Rs used.
Major uses of the 3Rs included recognition and retention incentives.
This FY17 Year-in-Review report includes sections on execution, program assessment,
component accomplishments and program financial information.
2. FY17 DAWDF Program Execution:
The DAWDF FY17 program began in Oct 2016 by continuing and building on the FY16
management improvements and execution success. Component’s started FY17 with increased
confidence based on DAWDF permanence enacted by Congress in the FY16 National Defense
Authorization Act and required funding for the FY17 program in place and ready for execution
on October 1, 2016. The FY17 program was also positioned for success using improved
DAWDF management guidance, structure, and tools as described in the FY16 DAWDF annual
report. In March 2017, the FY17 program execution was impacted by a major unplanned
funding reduction, resulting from a combination of Congressional actions. While the reduction
actions eliminated excess DAWDF carryover funding, the reduction actions additionally caused
a reduction to the FY17 approved program of record, reducing it from $579M to $399M.
Management actions by AT&L HCI and component acquisition leaders mitigated the impact of
the reduction through assessing and re-baselining DAWDF priorities and initiatives. Mitigating
actions included ensuring availability of funding at the start of FY18 for the labor costs of 1,924
DAWDF-funded hires, which includes hires from FY17 from prior years that are funded for up
to three years. The combined efforts of acquisition leaders across DoD resulted in executing the
FY17 program at $397M (99 percent), a level approximating the FY16 $444M (92 percent)
program.
Hiring Initiatives
In FY17 DoD component acquisition leaders used the DAWDF to fund 805 new hires
(Figure 1), 81 percent were entry level, 17 percent journeyman, 1 percent experts/HQEs and 1
percent student interns. Even with the combined impact of the mid-year program funding
reduction and the federal-wide hiring freeze (23 February – 2 May for DoD), components
achieved 80 percent of the FY16 (1,022) hiring total and 60 percent of the hiring originally
planned in FY17 (1,353). Prior to the hiring freeze, components had hired 425 or 31 percent of
the 1,353 FY17 planned hires – on track to achieve 100% of planned hires. In FY17, the
Services accounted for 76 percent and DCMA 9 percent of DAWDF-funded hires. The
Department’s hiring priorities were Contracting which accounts for 39 percent of the 805 FY17
hires (35 percent for FY16), followed by the technical career fields at 26 percent (25 percent for
FY16). For the purposes of this report, the technical career fields are comprised of Engineering;
Science & Technology; Test & Evaluation; Facilities Engineering; and Production, Quality and
Manufacturing. The contracting and technical hiring results are consistent with prior Component
input on career field emphasis areas addressed by acquisition senior leaders at the DoD AWF
Senior Steering Board. The Army’s top three career field hires, accounting for 82 percent of
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Army FY17 hires, were Contracting, Engineering, and Test & Evaluation. The Army reports in
its FY17 highlights in paragraph 4 below that its 108 hires in FY17 hiring were used to reduce
the gap in acquisition functional and leadership competencies and to replenish talent across the
Army acquisition community. The DON’s top three career field hires, accounting for 82 percent
of DON FY17 hires, were Contracting, Life Cycle Logistics and Engineering. The DON reports
in its highlights below that DAWDF was used for 164 hires to shape its workforce, to include
hiring power engineers to support the new electric technologies used aboard ships and continuing
hires through the Navy Acquisition Development Program. The Air Force top three career field
hires, accounting for 74 percent of AF FY17 hires, were Engineering, Contracting, and Business
- Financial Management. The DAWDF provides component senior acquisition leaders a flexible
tool to meet emergent needs. As an example, Senior Air Force acquisition leadership adjusted
the FY17 hiring strategy to meet an emergent requirement to quickly staff up to meet support
Nuclear Warfare Center (NWC) requirements and requirements of the Life Cycle Management
Center (LCMC). After the March program funding reduction, the Air Force made hiring its top
priority, to support NWC and LCMC and maximizing planned hiring for the AF centrally
managed recent graduate programs. Highlights on DAWDF-funded hiring from other
components and additional details are in paragraph 4 below.
Figure 1 -DoD DAWDF-Funded FY17 Component Hires
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Training and Development Initiatives
In FY17 DoD used the DAWDF to fund 1 million training-related events (Figure 2), the
same level of reported DAWDF-funded events for FY16. The top two career fields that training
events supported were contracting and engineering. The Military Services and Defense agencies,
reported 135.9K events of DAWDF, of which 77K or 56 percent were used for training to
support career field competency requirements, followed by currency training which accounted
for 18.5K or 13.6 percent of DAWDF-funded training used. Priority training-related events
included cyber and leadership training, and funding of AWF advanced education. The DON
reports in highlights below that it used DAWDF for advanced education, leadership,
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competency, conferences, continuous learning, college programs and cyber training.
Additionally, DON used DAWDF for University of Virginia Understanding Industry training;
the Program Manager War Room; University of North Carolina Industry Insight course; the
Secretary of Defense Corporate Fellows Program; Naval Post Graduate School advanced
degrees; a Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Production in an Innovation Economy
study; the College of Program Management to provide Navy-specific training; a summer ship
design program at MIT for engineers; and development of Risk Management courses. The Army
highlights use of the DAWDF in FY17 for cybersecurity training; developmental assignments;
Services Acquisition Workshop facilitator and workforce training; source selection training,
leadership training; expeditionary contracting training; masters’ degrees and certifications in
construction management; and on-the-job training events. The Air Force used the DAWDF for
Should Cost and Better Business Deal workshops; cyber security training and workshops;
training that crosswalks DoD acquisition processes with industry product development
processes; data analytic workshops; source selection training; pricing training; and funding of
advanced education.
The Defense Acquisition University executed 10% of the FY17 DAWDF $397M program in
support of acquisition training across the Department. DAU accounted for 919.6K (87%) of the
reported training events. Aligned with its mission, DAU reported that DAWDF supported
722.6K continuous learning training seats and 196.9K career field training seats, both of which
include seats for online training. DAU also reported that DAWDF supported the development of
59 training courses. DAU used DAWDF to field and conduct acquisition cybersecurity
workshops, field two cyber-related courses, update DAU courses with cybersecurity content and
to develop new certification courses and continuous learning modules. DAU also deployed a
new web capability which improves access to resources by the AWF. Highlights from other
components and additional details are in paragraph 4 below.
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Recruiting, Retention and Recognition Initiatives
Historically, an average of 8 percent of the DAWDF has been used annually for recruitment,
recognition and retention (3Rs) incentives. As part of the reduced FY17 program funding,
components shifted priorities to hiring and training which resulted in use of the 3Rs being
reduced to 4 percent of the FY17 executed $397M program. The 2,385 events of 3Rs incentives
and other initiatives was 56% of the FY16 reported level of use (4,120). The overall attrition for
the civilian AWF continued a decline in FY17 (6.6%) from the FY14, FY15 and FY16 levels. In
FY17, as depicted in Figure 3, the military services and defense agency overall top priority use
of the 3Rs was for the contracting career field. The contracting career field accounted for 49
percent of all DAWDF-funded 3Rs reported. For the military services, contracting accounted for
33 percent followed by the engineering career field at 16 percent. For the Defense agencies,
contracting accounted for 56 percent of the DAWDF-funded 3Rs use, followed by BusinessFinancial Management at 13 percent. Some Intel agencies used retention incentives to mitigate
significant risk of losing critical trained and experienced contracting workforce members. The
top use of the 3Rs for the DON and Army was for Student Loan Repayments and Air Force
hiring outreach events. In response to the mid-year FY17 funding reductions, the military
services reduced use of 3Rs significantly, with the Army reducing use by 92 percent from FY16,
the Air Force by 79 percent, and Department of the Navy by 27 percent.
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3. FY17 DAWDF Program Assessment:
The DAWDF program is effectively meeting its statutory purpose and is highly valued by
acquisition leaders across DoD as a major tool for meeting strategic and component-specific
AWF needs. DAWDF management structure, tools and execution have continued to improve
and has provided acquisition leaders the ability to improve AWF size, shape, certification and
education levels (key AWF metrics).
Component confidence in current and future levels and timely availability of funding is key
to planning and executing workforce improvement initiatives. Congressional and DoD
management actions starting in 2015 placed DAWDF in the most reliable and stable resourcing
position since the inception of the program in 2008. Starting in FY15, the Department used
transfer authority of expired funds to resource the DAWDF. Starting in the FY 2014,
Appropriators in Congress enacted transfer authority which allows DoD to use expired funding
to resource the DAWDF instead of taxing the current year funds of components. This is the most
component friendly approach to resourcing the DAWDF and does not reduce funding to the
warfighter. Resourcing the DAWDF through transfers of expired funds, authorized in statute
and by Appropriation Acts, has significantly improved the timeliness of available funding to
components for executing DAWDF initiatives. Reliable and timely funding means improved
execution. The FY16 and FY17 execution of the DAWDF program have been the highest in
program history, 92 percent and 99 percent respectively. The over correction of excess carryover
during execution of the FY17 program resulted in a mid-year reduction in funding for the ontrack FY17 program of record.
Removal of the statutory sunset (permanence) has also provided acquisition leaders across
DoD increased confidence in planning to use DAWDF for workforce enhancements. FY16 was
a major turning point in the management and execution of the DAWDF program. The FY 2016
National Defense Authorization Act changed DAWDF from a temporary to permanent fund and
expanded flexibilities to resource the Fund. DoD put in place enhanced DAWDF program
management and guidance to position DAWDF as a long-term program. The enhanced stability
of DAWDF, proactive early allocation of funding in FY16 to components, and improved
program management provided components increased confidence in the execution of DAWDF
initiatives. The result in FY 2016 was a 92 percent execution rate- the best in program history,
followed by a 99 percent execution rate in FY17. Management improvements included issuance
of a DAWDF Desk Operating Guide and a new Year-in-Review process, both of which added
program structure and improved transparency on DAWDF uses through collection of detailed
metric information. Key program management processes were also put in place, to include the
Mid-Year Review and the formalized DAWDF Proposal and Approval process, to ensure
optimal investment towards a high-quality workforce and best use of taxpayer resources.
Even with the unplanned mid-year significant program funding reduction and additionally,
the federal-wide hiring freeze, acquisition leaders quickly adjusted and executed priority
initiatives achieving a 99 percent execution rate which included 805 hires targeted to critical
needs, adjusting hiring strategy to meet emergent staffing requirements (e.g., AF Nuclear
Warfare Center), and maximizing online and other targeted training to meet emerging needs
(e.g., cyber training) and achieve the most in workforce capability out of every DAWDF dollar.
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Another element of DAWDF program effectiveness includes the key AWF metrics used to
track and assess overall AWF workforce health. Key workforce capacity and core quality
attributes reflect that workforce capability is strong in staffing/capacity (size rebuilt and
sustained), right-shaped (mid-career bathtub resolved) and core quality (high certification and
education levels improved.
DoD made significant progress from 2008 through 2017 in rebuilding and sustaining the size
and increased capacity of the acquisition workforce (Figure 4). In FY17 the acquisition
workforce increased by 3500 consisting of 805 targeted DAWDF hires in critical functions.
Almost half of the total increase was a result of recoding existing non-acquisition coded
positions to acquisition coded positions based on changes in position responsibilities. The Army
recoded over 1500 Army Corp of Engineers positions into the Facilities Engineering acquisition
career field.
DAWDF-funded hiring has also enabled Components to strategically mitigate the prior midcareer “bathtub” through building the early and mid-career workforce size. As shown in Figure
5, the impact of the reshaping efforts has eliminated the “bathtub” and increased the size of the
early and mid-career groups. The improved early and mid-career workforce size better positions
DoD's succession readiness to backfill the very experienced senior-career acquisition workforce
members when they retire. As depicted in Figure 5, the acquisition workforce early and midcareer year groups represent approximately 52 percent of the workforce, an increase from
approximately 43 percent in FY 2008. The senior career workforce retirement eligible or
eligible within ten years dropped from 57 percent to 48 percent.
Figure 4 – Defense Acquisition Workforce Size FY2008 to FY2017
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Figure 5 – Defense Acquisition Workforce Civilian Retirement Eligibility

A key measure of AWF capability is acquisition members meeting career field certification
requirements. During FY17, DoD acquisition workforce certification rates, measured as meeting
or exceeding position requirements within policy timeframes, were reported at the record high
level of 97 percent(first achieved in FY16 (Figure 6)). Since FY08 through FY17, acquisition
workforce certification levels (including those within policy timeframes to meet requirements)
have increased from 85.8 percent to 97.0 percent. The percent of workforce members not
meeting position certification requirements, even with the increased size of the workforce, has
declined from 14.3 percent in FY08 to 3 percent in FY17. Since FY13 the number of AWF
members not meeting position requirements has decreased by half, from 10,053 to 4,932. This
dramatic improvement is linked to the DAWDF as a significant enabler in increasing training
capacity and improving the ability of the workforce to complete required training.
Certification requirements are established through a comprehensive, competency based
process. Career field Functional Leaders establish certification requirements using a joint team
of component career field leaders and subject matter experts. The career field certification
requirements are defined at three levels and comprised of training, education and experience
standards. As part of designating positions as acquisition, components assign, for that position, a
career field and the required certification level. Workforce members are required to meet the
required position certification level within 24 months of being assigned to an acquisition
position.
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Figure 6 – Workforce Certification Level FY2008 to FY2017

In addition to the size, shape, and certification rate metrics, DoD also tracks and promotes
achieving AWF advanced education levels. In FY 2017, Components continued use of DAWDF
for initiatives such as tuition reimbursement to fund advanced education classes. As noted in
Figure 2, DAWDF was used to fund 7,465 advanced education classes, supporting increases in
acquisition workforce education levels at the graduate and undergraduate level. Figure 7 depicts
an increase in AWF members with a bachelor's degree or higher, increasing from 77 percent in
FY08 to 84 percent in FY17. Additionally, the percent of the workforce with a graduate degree
increased from 29 percent in FY08 to 40 percent in FY17. Since FY15, the increase in advanced
education outpaced the workforce size percentage increases. While the workforce size increased
5.7%, the percent of the AWF with bachelors degrees or higher increased by 8,390 (6.4%) and
postgraduate degrees increased by 4,973 (8.1%).
Figure 7 – Workforce Education Levels FY08 to FY17
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4. FY17 DAWDF Program Accomplishment Highlights
Department of the Army
The Army used DAWDF to train over 500 acquisition professionals in cybersecurity,
improving network security and keeping valuable cyber skills current and relevant. It conducted
cybersecurity classes for 250 personnel across the acquisition community increasing
cybersecurity and network hacking skillsets. The training improved an understanding of the
operation and vulnerabilities of communications and network systems for future connected
vehicles and improved skills in military vehicle survivability. DAWDF funded training in
cybersecurity skills for defending our national critical infrastructure (electricity, water, fuel, etc.).
This training helped ensure operational environment safety, security, and resiliency against
current and emerging cyber threats and an opportunity to expand knowledge in the cybersecurity
field, learn new skills, and obtain perspective on cybersecurity challenges from expert
cybersecurity professionals. PEO C3T, through the use of DAWDF funding, offered classes in
cyber security including Certified Information System Security Professional (CISSP), Certified
Ethical Hacker (CEH), and Security Plus to over 48 personnel across Aberdeen Proving Ground
(APG) organizations. Cyber security is of paramount importance to both the enterprise and
tactical systems for the Department of the Army Personnel must be trained and educated in stateof-the-art methods of network protection.
The Army used DAWDF funds to for 89 developmental assignments of highly qualified,
high-potential military and civilian contracting acquisition professionals with unique training and
leadership opportunities. Acquisition professionals who participated in these developmental
assignments developed new competencies and increased their depth and breadth of acquisition
knowledge to share with counterparts. Additionally, DAWDF supported the building of the
Army’s next generation of acquisition leaders through the training of 1,500 Army Acquisition
Workforce professionals in Enabled Leadership Development, Critical Thinking, Team
Development, and Supervisory Leadership.
The Army also used DAWDF to train 10 candidates towards becoming qualified Services
Acquisition Workshop (SAW) facilitators, one of whom became fully qualified. This training
supported the completion of 15 SAWs (approximately 210 participants) in FY17 for services
acquisition requirements with a total estimated value of $7.2 billion.
The Army Contracting Command (ACC) continued leveraging DAWDF for its Source
Selection Support Centers of Excellence (S3COE) Program to train, coach and mentor the Army
Acquisition Workforce to develop expertise, improve the source selection process, and sustain
source selection expertise as a core competency within the Command. ACC used the DAWDF
to provide on-site Integrated Source Selection Training (ISST) to over 120 contracting
professionals throughout the world. S3COE at ACC-Aberdeen Proving Ground (ACC-APG)
trained 384 personnel through two Defense Acquisition University (DAU) simulated training
courses in Acquisition Planning Simulation (APS) and Source Selection Simulation and two
contractor-facilitated courses entitled Non-Verbal Communication and Project Management
Skills. Additionally, ACC developed two sets of live training videos available 24/7 at the Source
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Selection University which include debriefings, evaluation notices, and exchanges processes
with vignettes on process overview, mock debriefings, and roundtable and assist overview.
Because of DAWDF, ACC also improved the quality and professionalism of the acquisition
workforce by sending them to the APG Emerging Leaders Program. This program is a mid-level
developmental program, developed in conjunction with the Office of Personnel Management, it
is designed to create a self-sustaining leadership learning community that will serve as a catalyst
for change in the acquisition community, while focusing on self-leadership, team leadership and
organizational leadership mission and goals.
ACC also used the DAWDF to deploy a mobile training team to provide instruction to
Expeditionary Contracting Command (ECC) across six geographically dispersed Contracting
Support Brigades (CSBs) on contract specific training related to change management processes,
performance feedback requirements and quality and property administration. The CAS training
served to establish effective administrative procedures, audit capabilities, and maintenance
protocols to be used early in a contingency situation to greatly enhance supportability and
minimize potential for fraud, waste, and abuse problems.
Army Contracting Command (ACC) also leveraged DAWDF to successfully plan, execute
and participate in several training exercises targeted to hone the knowledge and skills of its
contracting workforce. The training exercises provided a unique opportunity for real-time
hands-on experience and help close training gaps and improve unit readiness. One example is
the Mission Readiness Exercise (MRX) which provided direct theater contracting support to U.S.
Forces Korea (USFK). A total of 35 acquisition professionals participated in the MRX with
training objectives that included deploying contracting teams, Emergency Essential (EE)
civilians from Regional Contracting Office (RCO) locations to their wartime locations,
establishing a Regional Contracting Center and exercising the roles of the Senior Contracting
Official (SCO) and the Lead Service for Contracting (LSC) in the Korean Theater of Operation
(KTO).
ACC’s Mobile Training Team (MTT) program has been critical in helping to bridge the
knowledge and skills gap the ACC acquisition workforce is experiencing due to influx of
ACTEDS interns, an aging workforce, and high attrition. The MTT provided developmental,
refresher, and skill gap courses and helped reduced failure rates in DAWIA certification courses.
Additionally, the MTT program enabled ACC to address the identified competency gaps and
provided the means for ACC to rapidly inject initiatives such as the Strategic Human Capital
Plan (SCHP) into the training of 5000+ contracting professionals.
The Mission and Installation Contracting Command (MICC) leveraged DAWDF to complete
phase two of the MICC Academy. DAWDF supported the development of a three-phase training
program that enabled the command to integrate and ensure the mission readiness of 221
Purchasing Agents who can now execute all procurement actions up to $150,000 and commercial
purchases up to $7.5 million. As a result, the Purchasing Agents assisted MICC in executing
32,000 procurement actions.
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The Army Research, Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM) used DAWDF
funding to address a training gap in Cyber and Electromagnetic Activities (CEMA) which
improved an understanding of the operation and vulnerabilities of communications and network
systems for future connected vehicles. Additionally, Military Vehicle Survivability training
taught our engineers/scientists the role of protective solutions such as situational awareness,
signature management, force identification and threat detection in enhancing survivability. This
provided superior technology and material solutions in response to Warfighter needs
DAWDF supported the participation of 30 military and civilian personnel in a two‐year
master level training program in construction that consists of 3 certificates. Nineteen employees
completed the first year earning a Graduate Certificate in Construction Management while 11
employees completed the second year earning a Technical Certificate in Construction
Management and an Advanced Certificate in Construction Management. This training gives
participants the tools they need to analyze large, complex construction changes and claims when
they occur and increases proficiency in business acumen from a contracting and project
management standpoint.
DAWDF supported USACE in augmenting Defense Acquisition University (DAU) training
with the USACE Learning Center (ULC) Proponent Sponsored Engineer Corps Training
(PROSPECT) Program. This program provided job‐related training through technical and
professional courses to meet the unique needs of the USACE mission. 207 military and civilians
attended PROSPECT courses in subjects such as Cost Estimating, Project Management in
USACE, Medical Military Construction (MILCON) / Sustainment Restoration, Modernization
(SRM) Program Execution, Construction Contract Administration, Design‐Build Construction,
Architect‐Engineer Contracting, and others.
The Army used DAWDF funds to support an E&C Construction Management (CM) Training
Workshop that brought together 120 engineering and construction professionals to address top
training topics. Through this workshop, employees obtained relevant training and experience that
is unique to USACE as well as high priority information needed by the CM workforce enabling
participants to better support construction and construction acquisition requirements. The
training provided the workforce with current information on emerging issue areas such as cyber
security, CPARs and contract closeout.
DAWDF also supported the USACE Contracting Career Management Program (UCCMP)
made up of three panels that focus on specific contracting employee populations for professional
development and talent management (i.e., tactical GS 7‐11, operational GS 12‐13, strategic GS
14‐15, and equivalent military ranks). The panels championed training initiatives such as
developmental assignments in critical supervisory contracting positions, intern workshops for
new employees, and selection for participation in competitive development programs.
Additionally, DAWDF supported USACE in holding 13 OJT training events that provided
tactical on‐demand training which addressed training gaps of entry to mid‐level acquisition
workforce members. The training events specifically addressed known skill gaps as documented
in Peer Reviews/Compliance Reviews, internal self‐assessments, district requests and other
external reviews such as the Regional Contracting Chief (RCC) need to improve skills in the
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areas of technical contracting and acquisition proficiency not adequately addressed in traditional
school‐house training.
DAWDF supported the conducting recruiting events at job fairs and universities allowing the
Army to attract the best and brightest, STEM recent graduates, and minorities in STEM and
engineering. These events allow the Army to market itself as a viable federal employer of
choice, and helps build a divers and competent acquisition workforce.
Despite the mid-year funding reduction, the Army hired 108 acquisition professionals in
mission critical acquisition career fields. The Army has over 6,600 (18 percent) of its acquisition
workforce who are retirement eligible. Hiring reduces the gap in acquisition functional and
leadership competencies and replenishes talent across the Army acquisition community.
Department of the Navy
The DON FY17 DAWDF $121M program was structured to execute according to DON
acquisition workforce strategic priorities. Knowing that DAWDF became a permanent fund with
the FY16 NDAA, DON leadership committed to fully execute to requirements through the
Acquisition Career Council, the PEOs and SYSCOMs. DON allocated $61M to labor and
training of new employees and $60M was allocated to retention and non-labor training of the
existing workforce. In February 2017, SYSCOMs had an execution rate to plan greater than 70
percent and requested an additional $24M for emergent needs. The 30 percent mid-year funding
reduction caused unprecedented churn within commands and DON took actions to absorb the
cut. National Leads planned to maximize development of the professional and technical
excellence of the acquisition workforce in all career fields. This included training and
development, repayment of student loans and tuition assistance.
DAWDF funded 30,579 training events to improve the AWF via advanced education,
leadership, competency, conferences, continuous learning, college programs and cyber. In
addition, DAWDF funded various DON strategic initiatives which include: University of
Virginia Darden Navy Understanding Industry Course, the Program Manager War Room,
University of North Carolina Industry Insight Course, Secretary of Defense Corporate Fellows
Program, Naval Post Graduate advanced degree program, MIT-Production in an Innovation
Economy Study and additional National Lead initiatives.
DAWDF provided the College of Program Management (CPM) the ability to further enhance
the PM knowledge base across NAVAIR nationally, through the innovative and effective
delivery of high quality foundational and advanced training. Building on the foundation
provided by Defense Acquisition University, with curriculum that is applicable to NAVAIR’s
mission, CPM provides the program management workforce with numerous training
opportunities. CPM provides training and resources for acquisition processes, best practices and
tools (as applied in the NAVAIR environment) to support future Naval Aviation mission
requirements, overcome challenges and continue delivering capability to the fleet. CPM courses
are built utilizing the expertise of principal deputy program managers; senior integrated product
team leads (IPTL) and competency subject matter experts. Most CPM courses are instructed by
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former IPTLs with both military and extensive NAVAIR experience, combining their system
command knowledge with real world experiences.
DAWDF funded NAVSEA’s 37 Engineers at Massachusetts Institute of Technology summer
programs. The MIT program specializes in a unique course of instruction designed to meet the
needs of the Navy and is an excellent opportunity for others in the ship design community to
study the latest methodologies affecting the complex discipline of naval ship design.
SPAWAR developed an additional four Risk Management Framework (RMF) and Navy
Validator courses, as well as updated the first Navy Qualified Validator (NQV) 201 course. In
FY17, DAWDF funds supported delivery of 16 sessions of the NQV 201, which trained 390
individuals across the Navy, and to administer three sessions of the Functional Security Control
Assessor (FSCA) Cybersecurity Technical Warrant Holder Overview training with Flag-SES
leaders. To date, the computer-based training courses have been completed 8,427 times.
DAWDF positively impacted NAVSUP’s contracting community which produces over 40
percent of the Navy’s contracts and is our second largest career field. NAVSUP is undergoing a
significant and time-constrained restructuring of the organization which will result in the
elimination of one of our Echelon III activities. DAWDF funds provided 25 impacted
employees the opportunity to take FAR Bootcamp, the foundational knowledge for the DoD
contracting pipeline. These employees will be detailed to the Contract Specialist job series to fill
NAVSUP Contracting vacancies and assist impacted employees with a new career path.
Out of approximately 6,415 NAVSEA hires, 525 (8.18 percent) were hired into the
acquisition workforce under the NAVSEA College Recruitment efforts. NAVSEA ads were
placed in publications for branding and marketing purposes which had the potential reach of over
750,000 candidates. The Student Loan Repayment Program (SLRP) is one of the key retention
tools for the contracting competency to retain quality contracting specialists within the NAVSEA
enterprise. The contracting competency executed over $723K in SLRP funds in FY 17 and will
now retain 81 Contract Specialists who will support NAVSEA's mission "to design, build,
deliver, and maintain ships and systems on time and on cost for the United States Navy."
Overall NAVSEA executed $1.131M for 139 SLRP’s to retain the acquisition professionals.
DAWDF funded USMC's Student Loan Repayment Program (SLRP) to provide incentives to
53 acquisition professionals. Through this program, USMC protected the investment made by
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development and Acquisition (ASN(RDA)) to
professionalize the acquisition workforce in facilitating the retention of highly qualified civilian
workforce members by repaying part or all of their personal qualified federally insured student
loans. Also, DAWDF funding provided eight relocations, two PCS moves and two recruiting
incentives to facilitate recruitment/hiring the best and brightest candidates from around the
globe. Absent the payment of recruitment/relocation incentives, this Command would have had
difficulty filling some of its key positions.
DAWDF funding has enabled the Strategic Systems Programs (SSP) to grow and retain its
acquisition workforce through Student Loan Repayments (SLR) and recruiting. SSP serviced 17
loans during FY17 with DAWDF funding, and would like to continue to grow this program. SSP
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was represented at 24 recruiting events with exposure to over 60 colleges and universities, the
Society of Women Engineers (SWE), Hispanic/Latinos Professional Association (HLPA), and
several other organizations. Attendance at these events has brought in diversified talent to SSP.
DAWDF funding is 100 percent of the SSP recruitment program.
One of the major purposes of DAWDF is to help reshape the workforce. The DON planned
to hire 600 people (~1 percent of the AWF) through the centralized Naval Acquisition
Development Program (NADP). DAWDF typically funds 45% of the total NADP interns.
Interns include power engineers to support the new electric technologies used aboard ships.
SECNAV approved an exception to the federal hiring freeze and continuation of NADP intern
hiring in FY17. Only 320 of the 600 planned NADP hires occurred. Of the 320, DAWDF was
used to hire 141 Entry Level (of which 3 were Wounded Warriors), 21 Journeymen and 2
Experts. Funding for NADP rotational assignments and career field technical training courses
was cut to meet salary requirements. With direct hiring authority, DON plans to hire a steady
state of 700 NADP employees per year beginning in FY19.
Department of the Air Force
The Air Force DAWDF program faced unprecedented challenges during FY17. The Air
Force DAWDF requirement has been rapidly growing from a low of $24M in FY 14 to a
requirement in FY17 of $88.4M. In FY 17 Congressional action had a direct impact on the
overall program, and more specifically the Air Force faced a 22 percent reduction from our
funded requirements, levied mid-way into FY17, with the ability to only execute $69M. After
the budget cut, the Air Force program protected payroll for existing hires and hiring remained a
top priority of AF Acquisition leadership. Both remained 100 percent funded. The Air Force
focused on completing the hiring initiatives of our centrally managed recent graduate programs
and the 20 percent of the POM’d program office positions. These strategic leadership decisions
had significant impacts on funding availability for many other priority requirements.
With the remaining funding within the Air Force program, AF used DAWDF to supplement
entry-level hiring and fund incentives used during recruiting and relocation actions and, in
limited cases funds were used for retention incentives. In addition, the Air Force focused on
application level acquisition technical training and professional currency training to manage and
develop the Acquisition Workforce. DAWDF funding used by the Air Force affected the
supplemented entry-level hiring in FY 2017 with the continued use of the existing AF Personnel
Center (AFPC) “force renewal” program used to hire interns and entry- level recent college
graduates. This continued from 2015 bringing a stability to our entry-level hiring program
allowing AF to prevent gaps in acquisition program office hiring that would otherwise be caused
by the constrained fiscal environment. The original plan of 350 entry-level hires was amended to
include 75 journeyman-level hires in advance of planned new positions at the Nuclear Warfare
Center and the Life Cycle Management Center. The AF hiring program faced three major
challenges to meeting its planned target of 350 new hires: the hiring freeze in January; the budget
cut in early March; and a re-baselining decision to hire an additional 75 journeymen. Despite
these setbacks, the Air Force ended FY2017 with 334 new hires, just 16 shy of the original target
of 350 DAWDF hires. In addition, DAWDF was utilized to continue the funding of Palace
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Acquire (Air Force science and engineering intern program) program participants hired in FY 15
and FY 16 as the funded program encompasses a full three years of training and workforce
development.
The Air Force offered a wide range of flexible recruiting incentives, including student loan
repayments in addition to hiring and relocation incentives to attract high-quality candidates.
These incentives helped ensure recruiters had all the tools available to compete for talent among
prospective hires, allowing the AF to attract high quality candidates to fill vacancies in hard-tofill locations and positions. Targeted Student Loan repayments and hiring incentives remained
the primary tools for recruiting high quality candidates for the AF acquisition workforce.
Selected civilian recipients are required to sign a three-year service agreement to receive up to
$10,000 annually to repay federally insured student loans or up to 25 percent of annual base pay
hiring incentive. These initiatives were used evenly by both central and decentralized hiring
programs in STEM and Business career fields to meet the various acquisition needs.
The Air Force used DAWDF to hold outreach events at Career and Hiring Fairs, conduct
college campus visits across the US supporting all our major acquisition bases, as well as a
virtual hiring event. These outreach efforts supported hiring efforts across the AWF for the
approximately 2,200 annual external hires.
The Air Force added capability to reach additional prospective high-quality candidates by
leveraging the use of social media, including LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter along with a
focused online branded web presence to engage and actively recruit candidates. As a result of the
Air Force using DAWDF to harness these outreach tools and assure availability of funding to
offer recruiting incentives, its acquisition recruiters are more fully equipped to compete with
industry recruiters for the best available talent.
Recruiting outreach and incentives (hiring, Student Loan Repayment Program (SLRP),
relocation and retention) saw the largest reductions from the original planned/approved FY2017
program. The Congressional actions forced the AF to reduce the funding for this requirement by
$12M which left the Air Force with a large shortfall in the tools required to effectively attract
and retain high-quality candidates and employees. This shortfall impacted our hiring outcomes
and resulted in the Air Force missing its hiring goals for the first time since the inception of
DAWDF.
Continued focus on application training gaps for the acquisition workforce was accomplished
through sustainment of the formal courses developed over the past 8 years across the spectrum of
acquisition functional areas, and limited funding remained focused on adding course offerings in
high-demand areas and developing new courses in testing of cyber security, cyber testing and
systems engineering applications. Additionally, Air Force commenced a focused effort to
reinvigorate the business/financial management and logistics segments of the workforce in the
systems program offices and have placed a renewed focus on targeted training for personnel in
acquisition IT/cyber positions.
The continued use of the Acquisition Leadership Challenge Program set of courses for three
levels of instruction in FY2017 provided 46 classes to over 1,000 airmen. In addition, DAWDF
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funding was used to send 70 newly-assigned personnel in squadron leadership positions to their
contracting leadership courses; sponsored 15 Contracting personnel to the Air Staff On-the-Job
(OJT) experiential program; sponsored an operational contracting training seminar for over 200
attendees; and a services acquisition training seminar for over 250 attendees.
Acquisition workforce members took advantage of the civilian Tuition Assistance program
(approved by the various career field teams), who collectively attended 4,499 college level
courses towards achievement of their first Bachelor’s or Master’s degree. The TA program is
viewed as both a recruiting and retention incentive as well as a foundational necessity for higher
education to support workforce development. The use of the DAWDF for this program has
resulted in an overall 8 percent increase in the percentage of acquisition workforce members with
a Master’s Degree since 2008.
The Air Force continued offering acquisition application courses developed in previous years
with DAWDF, such as Developmental Planning, Cost Analysis, and courses in science of test
and evaluation. Over 2,900 acquisition professionals received targeted application training in
their acquisition disciplines taught by the Air Force Institute of Technology school of Systems
and Logistics (AFIT/LS). AFIT executed two new workshops (Should Cost and Better Business
Deals), which helped over 25 specific acquisition programs identify over $1 Billion in potential
cost saving initiatives and techniques to negotiate stronger contracts using insight to actual
company balance sheets.
Interest spiked in AFIT’s course that teaches the acquisition community and others about
industry standards for managing projects of all types (IPM 350) and AFIT broadened its reach
and audience by bringing this course to some non-traditional audiences to support services
acquisition efforts.
Two of AFIT’s initial skills training courses (FAM and MRC) continued to provide critical
required initial skills training developed for new officer accessions into the acquisition
management and contracting career fields, and DAWDF enabled attendance of civilians. FAM
students enjoyed the addition of a cross-walk between the Department of Defense’s (DoD)
acquisition processes and industry’s “product development” processes. AFIT also launched a
highly successful pilot of an on-site MRC offering at Los Angeles Air Force Base (LAAFB),
saving over $25 thousand in student travel costs.
AFIT/LS joined forces with the Air Force Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC) to
create a key piece of their leadership development program: the Advanced Tactical Acquisition
Corps (ATAC). The ATAC program focuses on young workforce, facilitating their leadership
skills foundation development by using a multi-pronged problem-solving approach that leverages
senior leader, industry and congressional participation.
AFIT’s SYS-166 (Interested Based Negotiations) went International for the first time; SYS120 was made a requirement by the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) for new
interns and CON-170/270 continues to be the only AFIT/Defense Acquisition University (DAU)
team teaching effort.
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AFIT/LS developed and presented the first-ever Enterprise Logistics Course; a 2-week high
intensity in-resident course that prepares mid-career Airmen for strategic leadership positions
and enhances students' critical thinking skills about multiple challenges in subjects such as the
Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution System (PPBES), supply chain management,
life cycle logistics, joint planning and nuclear enterprise.
AFIT/LS developed and presented the first-ever Data Analytics Workshops: 2-day instructorled classes that provides students with a basic understanding of statistical analysis using
Microsoft Excel and a discussion of several real-life case studies highlighting the benefit of using
data analytics to describe, diagnose, and predict operations management challenges.
Focus on cyber was a priority and 2017 saw the creation of a Cyber T&E workshop with
AFMC/A3 – delivering in conjunction with existing T&E courses (SYS 252/253), the
development of the Platform Information Technology Authorization & Assessment course, the
creation of SYS 240 (a combination of ACVAMP & ACHARM) with a minimum of 10
offerings slated for 2018, the finalization of a Cyber Hygiene video, and development of the
Cyber T&E short course.
DAWDF allowed Price/Cost Analyst Subject Matter Experts (SME) from Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base (WPAFB) to travel to several bases to provide just-in-time pricing training and
contracting action officers training at central locations.
Source Selection SME Team Travel was leveraged to allow the Air Force to host over 15
courses with source selection experts across various AF installations; enabling face-to-face
source selection training with real-time, hands-on instruction.
The 2017 program reduction caused the Air Force to reduce its funding for training
requirements by $10M. New training initiatives for Cyber Test and Evaluation (T&E), Cyber
Platform Information Technology (PIT) Assessment and Authorization, Cyber avionics
vulnerability, engineering labs and other programs were either reduced or put on hold until
FY18. Resource reductions forced curtailment of planned funding for new, high-priority Cyber
Training development for T&E, Engineering (ENG) and Information Technology (IT) needs.
Budget constraints also forced AF to delay funding of newly-authorized Section 863 initiatives.
Defense Acquisition University (DAU)
Training – DAU graduated 196,912 students from classroom (43,093 graduates) and online
courses (153,819 graduates). This is a 4 percent increase over FY16 despite having to cancel 107
classroom offerings (2,535 seats) because of the reduction in DAU’s DAWDF funding.
Workforce certification rates (either meet/exceed requirements or within 24 months of
certification) were 97 percent. Additionally, there were 722,616 Continuous Module completions
in FY17 helping the workforce meet their requirements for 80 continuous learning points every
two years.
Acquisition Cybersecurity – DAU’s cybersecurity enterprise team conducted 23
cybersecurity workshops, fielded two cybersecurity related courses: ACQ 160 Program
Protection Planning Awareness and ISA 220: Risk Management Framework and deployed a
continuous learning module on Supply Chain Risk Management for ICT Systems. In addition, 11
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DAWIA certification courses were updated with cybersecurity content. In the workflow learning
area, 3 cybersecurity job support tools and multiple videos on cybersecurity topics were posted
to the new Cybersecurity Community of Practice. The availability of DAWDF funding for
development and inclusion of cybersecurity content for DAU curriculum ensures that the
acquisition workforce is adequately trained and understands importance of cybersecurity
considerations in acquisition programs.
Curriculum Development – DAU completed the development of 26 new Learning Assets.
This effort included 13 new certification courses, 12 new continuous learning modules, and
Information Technology Competency Papers. Examples include: Advanced Enterprise
Information Systems Acquisition, Applied Software Cost Estimating, Program Management
Office Part A & B, Intermediate Small Business Programs, Business for Senior Leaders,
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Cost, and Models, Simulations and Digital
Engineering. DAU also completed major revisions to 21 DAU learning assets. This effort
included 12 certification courses (Fundamentals of Systems Acquisition Management; Defense
Acquisition of Services; Intermediate Systems Acquisition, Part A; Fundamentals of Cost
Analysis; Advanced Concepts in Cost Analysis; Fundamentals of Systems Engineering; Basic
Information Systems Acquisition Vs 4; Basic Information Systems Acquisition Vs 5;
Intermediate Systems Sustainment Management; Performance-Based Logistics; Production,
Quality and Manufacturing Fundamentals; and Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation); and 9
continuous learning modules addressing a variety of topics such as agile software acquisition,
program scheduling, cost estimating, and risk management.
The availability of DAWDF funds for these critical learning asset development efforts
ensures that DAU has the resources available to 1) respond to emerging requirements levied on
DAU by National Defense Authorization Acts, such as training for intellectual property / data
rights, other transactional authorities, cybersecurity, security cooperation, agile acquisition,
commercial item acquisition, and Acquisition-Intelligence-Requirements (AIR); 2) quickly
incorporate evolving DAU acquisition policies into learning assets; and 3) apply best-in-class
learning and development strategies.
College of Contract Management (CCM) – Established by AT&L in FY12, DAU’s College
of Contract Management continued to make progress toward full operational capability with
development of 13 new courses for acquisition workforce members in the Defense Contract
Management Agency (DCMA). Examples include: Introduction to Indirect Cost Rates,
Establishing Final Indirect Cost Rates, and International Requests for Contract Administration
Services (CAS), Contract Management of NASA Contracts for DCMA Leadership, Engineer
Support to Technical Reviews, and Fundamentals of the Government Flight Representative
(GFR), Ground Government Flight Representative (GGFR). The availability of DAWDF
funding provides the training necessary to enhance the skills of the acquisition workforce within
DCMA as they work to ensure the integrity of the contracting process and provide a broad range
of contract-procurement management services for America's Warfighters.
New DAU.mil Website – DAU created and fielded an entirely new DAU Acquisition
focused Website, which combined content from over a dozen different domains to create a onestop shop for acquisition training and resources. The new website includes improved search
functionality so the acquisition workforce can quickly and easily find the content and help they
need, new and revised job support tools in one searchable online database, a consolidated and
searchable policy browser, and user feedback functionality and content. Additionally, the website
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is mobile friendly, allowing the acquisition workforce to access content from any location via
personal computer, tablet or even their smartphone. The content in the new site includes 42
Acquisition Communities of Practice and 17 collaborative Team sites. The new tools database
contains more than 684 tools, 248 of which are DAU sponsored. Since the launch of the website,
85 tools have been added by DAU staff and faculty. The workforce can contribute tools to share
with their colleagues, and they can also submit a request for a new or desired tool. This
collaborative sharing of useful resources, including an improved interactive capability for users
to rate and comment on content, allows the workforce to easily locate the very best tools to help
them succeed on the job. DAU also redesigned the Defense Acquisition Guidebook (DAG) to
provide the acquisition workforce and our industry partners with a more effective, user-friendly
capability to instantly access best business practice, supporting policy, and lessons learned. The
use of DAWDF funds to enhance DAU’s online presence supports the emerging learning needs
of the Defense Acquisition Workforce for on-the-job learning tools to help improve acquisition
outcomes.
Defense Systems Management College – Defense Systems Management College (DSMC)
provides requirements management, international acquisition, and executive-level acquisition
learning. DSMC graduated 276 students from PMT 401 Program Manager’s Course. DSMC also
established a new Requirements Management Community of Practice (RM CoP) with job
support tools and achieved a significant increase in registered users of the community. DSMC
deployed the Capabilities-Based Assessment (CBA) Job Support Tool in the RM CoP and
fielded three new International Acquisition content websites (Community of Practice resources,
International Gateway for access to International Acquisition Career Path training requirements,
and a video channel for International Acquisition training content). The use of DAWDF funds to
provide the training and job support tools ensures that our requirements managers and program
managers are equipped with the knowledge and leadership skills necessary to deliver systems to
meet the needs of the Warfighter.
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)
The DCMA Keystone Intern Program was revitalized to ensure uniform orientation and
development that supports Actionable Acquisition Insight. Instrumental in this new strategy is
the initial "Boot Camp." New Keystone interns are socialized into DCMA, understand their role
in the Agency mission, and develop organizational pride and esprit de corps that will translate
into improved retention and more satisfying careers. This initiative is designed to improve
several aspects of the Agency’s Intern Program, from targeted hiring to meet future acquisition
needs and succession planning goals, to effective training and engaged mentorship, to developing
and retaining the highest quality workforce.
DCMA successfully transitioned 2,100 Acquisition employees into the performance based
AcqDemo pay system. DAWDF funded provided travel reimbursement for AcqDemo training
in four areas: Basic AcqDemo User Training and Contribution Plan Training: over 2,100
employees; AcqDemo Supervisory Training: 1400 supervisors; and Data Maintainer Training: 32
employees. The training provided instruction on several aspects of the AcqDemo personnel
system, to include general orientation, supervisory responsibilities, and familiarization on the
CAS2NET automated system that supports AcqDemo.
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DAWDF funded DCMA’s participation in an Exchange Program with USD (AT&L)
Performance Assessment Root Cause Analysis (PARCA), which enabled a teaming relationship
between DCMA and PARCA regarding Cost Pricing and EVM exchanges within the
Cooperation Plan (Co-Plan). DCMA participation in the Air Force Program Request for Proposal
(RFP) negotiations helped mitigate the impacts of the reporting structure proposed in the RFP
Co-Plan, resulting in a $5.6M reduction in the contractor’s final proposal.
DCMA funded multiple conferences using DAWDF which enhanced the skills and
knowledge of the Acquisition Workforce. DCMA's Contracting Directorate hosted a Functional
Training Conference. DoD Senior officials, DoD acquisition enterprise and DCMA
leaders/SMEs headlined sessions identifying emerging challenges and initiatives. It also held a
Commercial Item Determination Conference providing stakeholders (services and industry)
updated policy and procedures for Commercial Item management and determination and pricing,
which was necessary to execute fast emerging congressional guidance within NDAA. DCMA’s
Aircraft Operations held a training conference providing essential training to our Aviation
Program Team members (233) focusing on aviation safety, both flight and ground, policy
standardization and the DCMA Audit Results Tracker (DART).
The development and execution of Acquisition Workforce career learning maps in DCMA’s
Training Management System (TMS) assists supervisors and employees in planning appropriate
training and standardizes Agency training. These learning maps have aided the workforce in
identifying and tracking training requirements which lead to 1300 personnel being trained in 35
DAU classes, 837 completed DAWIA certifications, 9600 personnel receiving DCMA-specified
training, and 640 associated certifications. The process of continually reviewing learning maps
for relevance to the Agency’s mission ensure that DCMA uses its resources effectively.
DCMA has actively recruited at 37 Recruitment and/or Outreach events focused on
increasing the quality and diversity of the AWF applicant pool. These efforts include major
events such as the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers (SHPE), and several others. These initiatives targeted diverse applicants for DCMA’s
acquisition positions. PCS incentives enabled DCMA to attract highly qualified employees for
Acquisition positions in hard-to-fill geographical areas or job series which helped close critical
hire skill gaps in the Agency.
Missile Defense Agency (MDA)
The Missile Defense Agency (MDA) utilized DAWDF in support of training and
development for the Missile Defense Career Development Program (MDCDP). MDA utilized
DAWDF to implement new initiatives such as the delivery of early leadership and soft skills
training under the umbrella of the "90 Days to Success On-Boarding Program". Recognizing the
stability of MDA's talent pipeline as a critical component to mission success, the program
developed in 2016 was held again over a rolling ninety-day timeframe as FY17 entry level new
hires came on board. DAWDF also allowed for participants from multiple MDCDP classes to
come together during the year to educate, network, share lessons learned, and improve overall
communication. The DAWDF program enabled MDA to launch rotational assignments and
offer career broadening opportunities to both entry and mid-level career professionals in critical
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acquisition career fields such as engineering and contract specialists giving these individuals the
opportunity to participate in systems engineering and analysis, ground and flight tests, and
critical procurements in support of the MDA mission and ultimately the war fighter.
MDA utilized DAWDF to support workforce recruitment and retention initiatives. DAWDF
enabled the launch of a Strategic Recruitment Outreach campaign in the summer and fall of 2017
to attract a diverse candidate pool for the entry-level MDCDP. Subject Matter Experts, Career
Development participants, and Human Resource representatives traveled to over 32 recruitment
events at colleges and universities (including minority serving institutions), career fairs, and
professional symposiums across the United States. Recruitment was targeted at STEM, financial
management, logistics, acquisition management, and contracts career fields. Following these
events, DAWDF was used as a recruitment incentive to fund First Duty Station Permanent
Change of Station to further attract the best qualified Engineering and Contract Specialist
candidates. To ensure retention of critical new members of the acquisition workforce, DAWDF
also enabled the offering of Student Loan Repayments.
The DAWDF fund, as currently executed, affords MDA the flexibility to pursue strategic
acquisition workforce development without sacrificing critical mission funds for MDA
programs. In FY17 MDA used the DAWDF for the sustainment of 33 entry level participants
and the hiring of 45 new entry level acquisition employees. Our MDCDP is the agency’s entry
level workforce replenishment pipeline for all acquisition career fields, including engineering,
acquisition management, contracts, logistics, test and evaluation, cost estimating, information
technology, and business financial management. This three-year rotational program provides the
Agency with employees in critical STEM fields as well as non-technical business-related fields
to continue to strategically reshape the early and mid-career workforce.
MDA has successfully executed the DAWDF program since 2009 hiring and developing over
400 of the best and brightest entry level employees in critical career fields as a part of the MDA
workforce pipeline strategy. MDA retention rates continue to remain steady at 88% over the
eight year period. MDA places great value in the DAWDF authorities and initiatives, which the
agency has executed in support of the MDA acquisition workforce.
Joint Staff –J4 –Operational Contract Support
DAWDF resources were instrumental in continuing to train, educate, and reinforce the
important roles and responsibilities of the acquisition workforce and non-acquisition operational
communities to leverage commercial support to operations. Education and training initiatives
underpin the need for operators to identify, plan, and document commercial requirements in
plans and orders and create actionable, “acquisition-ready” requirements packages for the
acquisition community to source and fulfill those commercial requirements. Working together,
the acquisition and non-acquisition communities use DoD policy and the joint doctrinal tenets of
operational contract support (OCS) to synchronize these activities. Below are some of DoDs
substantial gains in OCS training and education through modest investments of DAWDF
resources:
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Delivered 10 Joint OCS Planning and Execution Courses (JOPEC), training 273
personnel in FY 2017 (1043 since 2014) with 40 percent from contracting career fields,
40 percent from logistics, and 20 percent from non-logistics career fields. Ten JOPEC
courses are planned for FY 2018.
Published the Joint OCS Curriculum Development Guide v.3.0 (JOCDG), targeted at
joint professional military education (JPME) curriculum developers, with actionable
learning objectives, an integrated bibliography, and other tools to integrate OCS into
JPME in accordance with law and policy. The JOCDG includes principles of DoDI
5000.74 on the acquisition of services in contingency operations.
Participated in four Joint Staff Process for Accreditation of Joint Education (PAJE) visits
in FY 2017 to assess the utility of the JOCDG and whether the legal requirements in 10
U.S. Code § 2151(a) and the Chairman’s Officer Professional Military Education Policy
(OPMEP) requirements for OCS are being met in joint professional military education.
Achieved full operational capability of the new two-phase “Joint OCS Essentials for
Commanders and Staffs (JOECS)” course on Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) to meet the
needs of multiple training audiences. In FY 2017, there were 5206 graduates of the
JOECS course [J4OP-US380A/B] and 466 graduates of “Operational Contract Support
(OCS) Flag Officer-General Officer (FOGO) Essentials Course” [J4ST-US429] on JKO.
Published the OCS Execution+ Handbook and the Non-organic Support Reference Book
(NORB) for field-testing with planned distribution of over 1000 copies to provide
guidance and training on integrating commercial support into operations in support of a
joint task force.
Delivered OCS-101 training to over 200 participants at OCS Joint Exercise 2017.
Integrated OCS into the AGILE 2017 war-game to increase awareness and knowledge on
the relevance and dependence on contracted support to the Joint Logistics Enterprise
(JLEnt).
Developed and established OCS—Connect as a community portal and on-line repository
of OCS guidance, references, training materials, templates, and tools for planning and
training. In FY 2017, 205 unique users accessed the portal 8414 times.
Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA)

The Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) leveraged DAWDF funds to successfully
recruit, train, and develop audit staff to meet demanding mission requirements. DAWDF was a
key enabler to the positive progress towards decreasing audit backlogs, reducing pre-award audit
times, and improvement on meeting scheduled milestones. DAWDF funds helped DCAA
maintain mission readiness to support national security and defense acquisitions of weapons
systems, supplies and services for warfighters. DAWDF funds are vital in allowing DCAA to
continue to hire, train, and develop a talented acquisition workforce required to accomplish the
critical audit work for the Department of Defense. DCAA has consistently accomplished a
positive return on the taxpayer’s investment, most recently at a rate of $5.70 per $1 spent in FY
2016, with net savings of $3.6 billion to the warfighter. Continued funding support will assist in
achieving a positive return on investment for the department and allow DCAA to fulfill a vital
role in achieving fair and reasonable prices on contracts and provide savings for the Department
to address urgent warfighting readiness shortfalls.
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DCAA used DAWDF funds to support auditors in acquisition and leadership training and
development. These funds support DCAA’s Defense Contract Audit Institute (DCAI) programs
which serve as the catalyst for talent development providing outstanding training, development
and education of DCAA’s acquisition workforce. DCAI successfully created an enterprise
learning environment that strengthens both individual and organizational performance of the
acquisition workforce. Through its Audit and Leadership Academies, DCAI developed new and
revised courses and onboarding strategies that provide our acquisition workforce the opportunity
to develop technical skills and deliver a competency-based leadership developmental curriculum
necessary for continuous self-improvement.
DCAA also used DAWDF funds for continued development of senior auditors and managers.
DAWDF-provided funding contributed to over 256 requests for ongoing advanced degree classes
and professional certification training and testing. During FY17, this training contributed to over
100 advanced degrees and professional certifications being earned by our auditor workforce.
Focusing on senior manager development, funding also supported two developmental
assignments to acquire interagency acquisitions experience. Additionally, nine managers
successfully completed the Federal Executive Institute Course.
DCAA’s talent management efforts focus on recruiting quality employees and equipping
them through training with the appropriate competencies to perform mission-critical activities.
DCAA views new employees as an investment, so they make every effort to ensure that Agency
recruiting efforts attract top quality acquisition talent to join DCAA’s workforce. DCAA’s
centralized entry-level recruitment team ensures each new hire is competent, capable and
committed to the mission. Taking this raw talent pool and shaping it into a competent and viable
workforce is the next step. Agency recruitment efforts are coordinated and aligned with an
onboarding model and with government-wide efforts to close skill gaps in the auditor mission
critical occupation.
5. FY17 DAWDF Program Financial Information
The AT&L HCI Director, in the capacity as the 10 U.S.C. 1705 DoD senior DAWDF
official, approved the FY17 Program of Record at $579M prior to the start of FY17. DAWDF
funding was allocated in September 2016 at 75 percent of the component FY17 approved
program. Subsequently, Congressional actions resulted in the elimination of excess DAWDF
carryover and additionally, in March 2017, also effected the reduction of the approved $579M
FY17 program to $399M. The combined impact of the Congressional actions was a reduction in
DAWDF funding by 1.006B. The FY17 NDAA required the return of $475M to Treasury and
the FY17 Omnibus Appropriations Act rescinded $531M of DAWDF funding. The 1.006B was
returned/rescinded by the end of FY17 as required. DoD acquisition leaders adjusted and
executed the FY17 reduced program at $397M (99 percent), maximizing results to meet
workforce improvement priorities. Figure 8 provides a financial summary of the beginning
balance along with inflows and outflows of funding during FY17, ending with the carryover.
AT&L HCI planned carryover for continuity of funding into October and November 2017 for
on-board DAWDF-funded hires. The planned carryover was necessary due to the funding
reductions in FY17 and the timing of the planned FY18 resourcing of DAWDF, estimated by the
OSD Comptroller to be no later than the end of November 2017. Figure 9 provides, by DAWDF
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user, an overview of FY17 DAWDF original program of record, the reduced program, total
obligations and carryover.
Figure 8 – FY17 DAWDF Financial Summary (000)
FY17 DAWDF
Financial
Summary (000)*

FY17^
FY17
Cumulative FY17 NDAA- FY17 App Bill
FY17 Funds
SF1151
Beginning
Funds
1005 DAWDF
Sec 8087
Received
Transfer
Balance
Received
Return
Rescision
Out

Total
Balance
Adjusted
Cumulative
Funds
Remaining
Directed Available to
Refunds^^
Funds
Funds OUT of
Obligated
Balance**
Reduction
Obligate
Obligated DAWDF Acct

FY 2015-2017
Funds**

$435,003.1

$0.0

$435,003.1

$4,644.5

$94,694.6

$400.0

$99,739.1

FY 2016-2018
Funds***

$400,000.0

$100,000.0

$500,000.0

$406,660.9

$0.0

$0.0

$406,660.9

$0.0

$500,000.0

$500,000.0

$63,694.6

$436,305.4

$0.0

$500,000.0

$835,003.1

$600,000.0

$1,435,003.1

$475,000.0

$531,000.0

FY 2017-2019 Funds

Total

$400.0 $1,006,400.0

$335,264.0 $333,075.0
$93,523.7

$64,419.7

$0.0

$0.0

$428,603.1 $397,494.7

-$3,178.1 $329,896.9

$429,636.1

$0.0

$64,419.7

$471,080.6

$0.0

$0.0

$500,000.0

-$3,178.1 $394,316.6

$1,400,716.6

$5,367.0

FY18
Carry
Over
$0.0

$29,104.0 $29,104.0
$0.0

$0.0

$34,471.0 $29,104.0

*Source: Beginning balanced based on FY16 DAWDF Annual Report; noted is that subsequent adjustments impact the balance; following columns based on Sep 2017 DFAS 1002 report
**A Defense agency obligated $2,981,038 in FY17 using FY 15/17 funding which is not reflected; actual remaining balance was $5,367.0 - $2,981.0 = $2,386.0
**The actual FY15/17 funds expired ($2,386.0) do not carry over for FY18 program obligations
***Noted is that the DFAS 1002 reported 16/18 balance of $29.104M does not reflect DFAS-identified unadjusted prior year refund of $184,571 ($29,104,014 - $184,571 = $28,919,443)
^FY17 Reprogramming to Air National Guard
^^Reported Recoveries of Prior Year Paid Obligations

Figure 9 provides the “by DAWDF user” FY17 approved program of record, the reduced
program, total obligations and funding carried over to FY18.
Figure 9 – DAWDF FY17 Obligations
Original
March 2017 FY17 Execution FY17 to FY18
FY17 Aproved
Reduced FY17
(Total
Carryover
Program of
Program
Obligations)* 1618 Funds***
Record
Navy
$120,699,000
$84,285,000
$86,491,338
$8,012,000
Army
$96,028,105
$69,975,568
$71,982,051
$7,116,149
Air Force
$88,415,179
$66,966,403
$74,993,682
$3,298,193
DAU
$53,031,106
$38,941,732
$40,053,819
$460,000
DAU Student Travel
$29,146,670
$21,846,670
$19,615,133
$892,258
4th Estate DACM
$3,936,000
$3,657,920
$3,780,420
$0
Section 809 Statutory Panel
$5,161,101
$3,759,678
$3,692,678
$556,326
DCMA
$68,022,000
$47,097,750
$46,642,617
$4,329,179
DCAA
$23,327,742
$16,500,000
$16,250,818
$1,626,300
NSA
$10,824,300
$7,689,500
$7,345,530
$532,300
MDA
$8,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,948,572
$866,000
NGA
$6,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,342,541
$497,000
DLA
$4,344,182
$2,247,233
$2,316,601
$173,173
DISA
$2,595,000
$1,680,000
$1,217,988
$204,000
DIA
$2,588,728
$986,432
$381,827
$56,666
DTRA
$1,514,000
$757,000
$969,011
$220,310
DHA
$1,442,579
$725,000
$191,507
$0
WHS
$1,000,000
$750,000
$682,389
$0
SOCOM
$331,621
$280,000
$276,537
$0
DoDEA
$322,000
$242,000
$49,147
$0
USUHS
$174,222
$131,000
$89,639
$0
DeCA
$105,000
$80,000
$56,679
$0
DMEA
$79,000
$79,000
$59,689
$0
Joint Staff J4 OCS
$5,574,000
$4,180,000
$893,999
$82,000
AT&L AWF Qual Initiative
$1,090,000
$1,090,000
$818,660
$0
OSD CAPE (Cost Estimating)
$1,660,311
$1,246,163
$993,127
$0
HCI
$1,634,072
$3,376,072
$2,596,949
$50,000
Functional Leaders
$13,883,000
$9,904,900
$4,761,735
$14,001
Total:
$550,928,918
$398,975,021 $397,494,683
$28,985,855
DAWDF Management Reserve
$28,216,082
$0
$0
$0
DAWDF Returned
$0
$0
$0
$118,160
Total w/ Management Reserve:
$579,145,000
$398,975,021 $397,494,683
$29,104,015
DAWDF FY17 DAWDF Program Users

*Obligations as reported in the Sep 2017 DFAS 1002 report. Noted is that the Air Force made
administrative obligations in September 2017 which were reversed in October 2017.
** Functional Leader (FL) for the respective functional area; for FY18 all Functional Leaders using
DAWDF are assigned DFAS limit codes to improve monthly execution visibility in financial systems
*** Amount shown is per the Sep 2017 DFAS 1002 report. After September 30, 2017,
DFAS-identified $184K correction ($29,104,015 - $184,571 = $28,919,443)
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